Abstract
Introduction
Since XML [5] has become a de-facto standard for data representation and manipulation, there exists a huge amount of applications having their data represented in XML. Since most of the XML applications are usually dynamic, sooner or later the structure of the data needs to be changed. We usually speak about so-called XML schema evolution, i.e. a situation that a schema of the data is updated and we need to apply these updates on its existing instances.
Currently there exist several works focusing on this topic. However, most of them deal with separate aspects such as evolution of XML schemas or evolution of conceptual schemas. In addition, all of them view the problem only from the perspective of a single application. Hence, in this paper we study the problem from a more general perspective. We show that schema evolution has several different levels at which it can be performed and that are highly related. Secondly, we show that schema evolution is not the problem of a single application, but multiple applications having the same problem domain can influence each other as well. We describe the particular levels, how they can be modified and the respective propagation of the modifications to other levels and applications.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 overviews existing related works. Section 3 introduces the given problem using a motivating example. Section 4 describes the proposed evolution model and Section 5 the respective transformations. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and outlines future work.
Related Work
We can divide current approaches to XML schema evolution into three groups depending on the level where transformations can be specified by the designer.
Approaches in the first group consider transformations at so-called logical, i.e. XML schema level. They differ mainly in the selected XML schema language, i.e. DTD [12, 2] or XML Schema [13, 9] . The transformations are then propagated to the respective XML documents, i.e. to so-called extensional level, to ensure that XML documents are valid against the evolved XML schema. There also exists an opposite approach that enables to evolve XML documents and propagate the transformations to their XML schema [3] .
Approaches in the second and third group consider transformations specified at an abstraction of the logical level. In particular, approaches in the second group consider a visualization of the XML schema [8] , whereas approaches in the third group consider a UML class diagram that models the XML schema [7] . From our point of view, we comprehend both the cases as socalled platform-specific model, since it directly models the components of the XML schema but not the data abstracted from its representation in XML. Transformations made at platform-specific level are propagated to XML schema and then to XML documents. The main advantage is that it is easier for a designer to specify transformations at the abstraction level, because (s)he can concentrate more on the transformation itself rather than XML schema technical details.
Another open problem related to schema evolution is adaptation of the respective operations, in particular XML queries. We speak about so-called operational level. There seems to exist only a single paper [10] dealing with this topic which states several recommendations how to write queries that do not need to be adapted for an evolving schema.
Motivating Example
Let us consider a company that sells products to customers. The information system of the company is composed of several applications utilized by different users for different purposes. Each application applies different XML formats that represent different user views of the data. On the other hand, since the applications work with the same data, e.g. customers, products, etc., the XML formats represent the same problem domain.
For example we consider two particular XML formats, each described by an XML schema in the XML Schema language (XSD) depicted in Figure 1 . The first XSD PurchaseRequest.xsd describes an XML format used by customers to send purchase requests to the company. The second XSD SalesReport.xsd describes a format representing reports on sales of products in regions. Both XML schemas somehow represent customers. While PurchaseRequest.xsd represents only their registration numbers, SalesReport.xsd represents registration numbers as well as names.
In our first scenario we need the customers to specify their names in purchase requests. Since PurchaseRequest.xsd does not consider names we have to modify it. We decide to add subelement name to element purchase-request. This transformation does not change our interpretation of the domain since we have already considered names of customers. It does not therefore influence SalesReport.xsd.
Secondly, sales managers want to structure names of customers in sales reports to first and family names. SalesReport.xsd has only XML element name in XML element customer. Therefore, we replace name with first-name and family-name. This transformation, however, changes our interpretation of the problem domain since we have considered a name as a single un- In particular, we need to structure XML element name in PurchaseRequest.xsd in a similar way.
As the examples demonstrate, a transformation of an XML schema can influence other XML schemas in the system as well. However, managing the consistency at the XML schema level is an error-prone and time-consuming task since it must be handled manually. Therefore, a more sophisticated method for XML schema evolution would be useful in practice.
Five-Level Schema Evolution
While the current approaches consider evolution on two, resp. three levels, in this paper we consider five levels. The introduced levels are depicted in Figure 2 .
The extensional level contains for each XML format a set of XML documents conforming to this format. The logical level contains an XML schema that describes structure of the XML format. The operational level contains queries related to the XML format. If we consider only these levels, it is hard to determine whether a transformation of an XML format influences other XML formats since it must be determined manually. Therefore, we add two other levels, i.e. platformspecific and platform-independent level, that provide their interrelation. They are adopted from the Modeldriven Architecture (MDA) terminology which consid- ers modeling data at different levels of abstraction. The platform-independent level contains a conceptual diagram of the problem domain. It provides a description of the problem domain abstracted from the logical level. The platform-specific level interrelates the platform-independent and logical level. It provides a mapping of each XML schema to the conceptual diagram. This mapping enables automatic transformation propagation since a transformation of an XML schema can be propagated to the conceptual diagram and from here to other XML schemas. Figure 2 depicts in bold rectangles that a transformation can occur at any level L except the operational level. From L, the transformation is firstly propagated to the upper levels. This propagation is therefore called upward propagation and is depicted in Figure 2 by solid arrows. After the upward propagation, the transformation is propagated back to the lower levels as depicted in Figure 2 by dashed arrows. This propagation is therefore called downward propagation.
The upward propagation means that a transformation specified at L implies a corresponding transformation at the upper level L − 1. This propagation does not occur in every case. There are transformations whose impact depends on a designer or that have no impact at all. The upward propagation can end up at any level from where the downward propagation continues. If the upward propagation ends up at the platform-specific or lower level, the downward propagation continues only in the scope of the corresponding XML format. If the propagation ends up at the platform-independent level, our interpretation of the problem domain has changed and a downward propagation to other XML formats can be therefore required.
Platform-Independent Level
The platformindependent level contains a conceptual diagram of the problem domain. It describes the domain independently of the considered XML formats. To design such a diagram we use a conceptual modeling language which is called Platform-Independent Model (PIM) in the MDA terminology. The diagram is then called PIM diagram. As PIM, we consider the well-known UML class model. We consider only basic modeling constructs, i.e. classes for modeling concepts and binary associations for modeling relationships between the concepts. Figure 3 shows 
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Platform-Specific Level
The platform-specific level contains for each XML format a diagram that models the XML format in terms of the PIM diagram. It serves as a mapping between the corresponding XML schema and the PIM diagram. For this, we use a modeling language which is called Platform-Specific Model (PSM) in the MDA terminology. The resulting diagram is called PSM diagram. As PSM, we consider the UML class model extended with some constructs covering XML-specific features. In this paper, we introduce only some of the constructs. For their full description, we refer to [11] .
A PSM diagram contains classes from the PIM diagram and organizes them into the hierarchical structure of the modeled XML format by associations. There is a formal background that maps associations in PSM diagrams to associations in a PIM diagram. However, we omit it in this paper. A label displayed above a class is called element label and specifies a name of an XML element that represents instances of the class in the XML format. Attributes of a class model XML attributes. They can be separated to so-called attribute container displayed by a box beneath the class. In that case they model XML elements. We can also model variants in the content of a PSM class by so-called content choice. It is displayed by a circle with an inner | and models that only one of its components can be instantiated for each its instance. Figure 3 . The PSM diagrams were designed in the XCase tool [1] .
Example 2 Figure 4 shows two sample PSM diagrams modeling the XML formats for purchase requests and sales reports from Section 3. Both model the respective XML format in terms of the PIM diagram depicted in
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Logical, Extensional and Operational Level
The logical level contains for each considered XML format its XML schema. In particular we consider the XML Schema language [14, 4] . The extensional level contains for each XML format a set of XML documents. And, finally, the operational level contains for each XML format queries that are evaluated over the XML documents of that format. There exist several XML query languages, however they all exploit XPath [6] to navigate in the structure of XML documents. Therefore, especially XPath expressions must be considered during evolution since a change in the structure of an XML format can have an impact on them.
Transformations and Propagation
Having the described levels, we can now specify the set of transformations a user may invoke at each of them. Similarly to existing works [9] we can distinguish atomic transformations and high-level transformations (i.e. sequences of atomic transformations). We further adopt more specific types of transformations [10] :
-Adding -adds a new item -Removal -removes a new item
-Extension -adds a new item that does not change structure -Renaming -renames an item -Renumbering -changes the cardinality of an item -Retyping -changes the data type of an item -Resetting -changes the value of an item -Mapping -maps an item to an item from another level -Unmapping -removes a mapping between levels
• Migratory:
-Moving -moves an item -Reordering -changes the order of items -Transformation -transforms an item to an item of a different type
Note that not all types of the transformations exist at all five levels. For instance, retyping does not occur at the platform-independent level, since we restrict ourselves only to classes, attributes and associations. Since the propagation of transformations can be either upwards or downwards, the transformations at particular levels need to be propagated to all neighboring levels. In general the propagation needs to be done if the XML data become invalid. However, in all the other cases it remains user's decision if the respective propagations should be done.
Let us consider the transformation propagation for the transformations introduced in Section 3. The first transformation was adding of new subelement name to purchase-request. We initiate the transformation at the extensional level by modifying an XML document. It must be then propagated to the logical level and the corresponding XML schema must be extended with the element declaration. Next, it must be propagated to the corresponding PSM diagram where we add a new attribute name to the class Customer. Finally, the transformation is propagated to the PIM diagram. Since customer names are already modeled by attribute name of Customer we just map the name PSM attribute to the existing name PIM attribute and no transformation is needed. Therefore, our interpretation of the domain has not been changed by the initial requirement and no downward propagation is required.
The second transformation was replacement of XML element name with new elements first-name and family-name. We initiate this transformation in SalesReport.xsd, i.e. at the logical level. In the corresponding PSM diagram, it means to replace the attribute name of Customer with new attributes firstname and family-name. Since these attributes have no equivalents in the PIM diagram, our interpretation of the domain has changed and in the PIM diagram the attribute name of Customer must be replaced with new attributes first-name and family-name. Consequently, the downward propagation must follow. It means to propagate the transformation to the XML documents with sales reports and, moreover, to the other XML formats, i.e. purchase requests. Since there can be queries for each XML format querying names of customers, they can be influenced as well.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to show that the problem of XML schema evolution has been highly marginalized so far. We have showed that the schema evolution problem must be viewed from the perspective of multiple applications and we have defined five levels of XML schema evolution that cover all the existing works. Next, we have described use cases related to the problem that cannot occur unless we consider all the evolution levels. Currently, we are dealing with a throughout implementation of the proposed system. For this purpose we extend system XCase [1] which enables to design conceptual diagrams and map them to respective XML schemas.
